Introduction
The objective of this paper is to analyze options for all levels of government to close the nation's highway and transit investment deficits on a sustainable basis both short-and long-term. It is organized into five key sections as follows: 
I. Current Funding Picture at all Levels of Government
The FHWA Highway Statistics and the FTA National Transit Database (NTD) compile summary data on Federal, state, and local funding sources used by state DOTs, local governments, and transit agencies to support highway and transit investments. These data sources were used to identify funding sources, levels of annual funding, and historical trends. For highways, data was reviewed for the last 25 years, whereas for transit, data was available in a consistent format for only the last 11 years. The most recent data available from both sources is for 2005.
Revenues collected in 2005 at all levels of government totaled $137.7 billion for highways and $39.4 billion for public transportation as shown in Table 1 . Of the $177 billion total, Federal revenues used for highway and transit programs constitute approximately 23 percent of the total, state revenue about 42 percent, and local about 35 percent.
Motor fuel taxes and motor vehicles taxes and fees are the main sources of revenue for highway investments at the state level as they are at the Federal level, accounting for 73 to 80 percent of the total state highway funding over the last 25 years. Of the other sources (i.e., toll, general fund, specialized taxes, and miscellaneous), specialized taxes such as sales taxes are the ones that have increased significantly in terms of funding share over the last 25 years.
1 Specialized taxes accounted for 1.4 percent of the state highway funding in 1978, increasing to 5.6 percent by 2004. Tolls have increased slightly in share in recent years to about nine percent of total state highway revenues in 2004.
At the local government level, general fund and property taxes account for most of the highway funding. In 2003, highway funding from general fund and property taxes accounted for about two-thirds of the total highway funds. The shares of these revenue sources have declined over the last 25 years, due to increases in the funding share from specialized taxes such as local option sales taxes. Specialized taxes accounted for 2.8 percent of the local highway funding in 1978, increasing to 11.4 percent by 2003.
For transit, passenger fares and other operating revenues accounted for 37 percent (excluding Federal allocations and apportionments), over the last 11 years on average. General funds, the next largest share, have declined over time, whereas specialized taxes such as dedicated sales taxes have become an increasingly important revenue 1) Specialized revenue sources include local-option sales taxes, lease revenues, and improvement district levies. They are typically applied to consumers, landowners, businesses, and homeowners. These sources are distinct from user fees because they are applied to non-transportation consumption and activity. The largest and most rapidly growing source of specialized tax revenue is state and local option sales taxes. 
II. Funding Gap Including Highway Trust Fund Solvency
The recently published National Cooperative Highway Research Program project (NCHRP) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24]  conducted by the author of this paper, estimates an average annual gap to "maintain" the nation's highway and transit systems of over $50 billion and an average annual gap to "improve" of over $100 billion as shown in Figure 1 . These estimates build upon the U. 
Gap Closing Potential of Packages of Funding Measures
The annual and cumulative national gap-closing potential of two illustrative funding packages were tested in the recent NCHRP study as described in Table 3 above. Their gap closing potential of the scenario packages is illustrated in Figure 3 . The gap closing potential of individual measures is detailed in Appendix A. In addition to these gap closing scenarios which apply to all levels of government, a specific Federal Highway Trust Fund enhancement strategy was tested as illustrated in Figure 4 . This illustrative Federal revenue scenario consists of the following measures:
1. Eliminate the cost to the HTF of certain Federal excise exemptions beginning in 2008; 2. Credit interest earnings on HTF balances to the HTF beginning in 2008; 3. Increase the Federal fuels taxes by five cents per gallon beginning in 2010 (this would effectively recapture half of the purchasing power lost due to inflation since the last fuels tax increases in 1993); and 4. Index the Federal fuels taxes to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) beginning in 2011.
Implementation of the first two measures beginning in 2008 would generate an estimated $2.6 billion for the Highway Account and $3.6 billion for the HTF overall during the final two years of SAFETEA-LU -revenue likely sufficient to avoid the impending solvency crisis and enable full funding of the authorized amounts for highway and safety programs through 2009. Implementation of the other two measures would put Federal spending on a path supporting highway and transit investments that would fully meet the levels required to maintain system condition and performance. In aggregate, the package of revenue measures in this scenario would generate about $125 billion of additional revenue for highway and transit system investments through 2017.
Implementation of all four measures contained in this scenario would enable significantly higher funding levels in the next authorization cycle. It is estimated that the combined Federal highway and transit funding could increase by about 39 percent from the SAFETEA-LU authorization level of nearly $54 billion in 2009 to about $75 billion by 2015.
IV. Making the Longer-Term Transition
Although much of the paper focuses on shorter-term actions that need to be taken to enhance surface transportation funding it is imperative that we begin planning the transition from the current transportation revenue system to modified or new transportation revenue systems for the future. Many have raised concern about the future viability of fuel taxes given the potential shift to alternative fuels and propulsion systems, including the possibility of higher prices speeding this trend. The recent report of the Transportation Research Board Committee for the Study of the Long-Term Viability of Fuel Taxes for Transportation Finance concluded that such erosion of fuel tax revenues is not expected to be a significant concern in the next 10 to 15 years and that fuel price increases alone (without additional regulation) probably will stimulate only a small improvement in fuel economy in this period.4 However, there is clearly longer-term vulnerability of the current motor fuel based revenue system. We need to begin planning the transition now. Burning of more and more fossil fuel to sustain our highway and transit revenue systems into the future puts transportation financing on the wrong side of energy and environmental policy.
One path of phasing and sequencing of actions needed to sustain short-term investment and transition to longterm revenue sources is summarized in Figure 5 , based on recommendations originally presented in the National Chamber Foundation Finance study conducted by the author of this paper.5
For states and local governments, transition to new charging systems will inevitably be piecemeal, based on individual needs and political feasibility. The next 10 to 15 years are likely to be a period of significant experimentation with tolling, pricing, and VMT-based road charging systems driven by a number of different factors, including revenue needs as well as demand management. With Federal support for VMT pilots and promulgation of architecture and standards for the technology in the short-term, we could see fairly wide implementation of such systems in the period past 2015 as illustrated in Figure 5 . Eventually, the Federal government may choose to piggyback on state VMT systems as is the case with fuel taxes now.
The current motor fuel tax system has been in place for more than 60 years. It will take time and a broad public education effort to develop and explain the need for a new or modified transportation revenue system and to gain political and public acceptance.
The TRB policy report on alternatives for transportation funding suggests that a clear policy rationale may be the most important factor in implementing new or modi- fied revenue mechanisms.
6 The transition will inevitably involve policy discussion of the future Federal role in highway and transit programs, a topic being considered by the National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study Commission authorized in SAFETEA-LU.
V. Overall Conclusions
• Motor fuel and vehicle taxes and fees are the mainstay of Federal and state highway programs, are a major contributor to transit funding, and will continue those roles for the horizon of this study. A major challenge will be to keep them responsive to growing needs, including the impacts of cost inflation.
• The Federal Highway Trust Fund (HTF) faces a very short-term funding challenge before the end of SAFETEA-LU and an even larger challenge in the years beyond. A specific illustrative scenario that would solve both this short-term solvency crisis as well as provide growing funding through the next authorization cycle has been demonstrated. • State and local governments continue to innovate with new or expanded sources The largest growth in revenue shares in recent years, particularly for transit, has come from specialized taxes such as sales taxes. Impact fees and other beneficiary charges play a 'niche' but expanding role. Tolling and pricing innovations offer the potential to expand state and local revenues and perhaps more importantly provide incentives for additional leveraging and fostering of public private partnerships (PPP) that can play an important role in raising additional private investment capital and advancing project delivery.
6) The Fuel Tax and Alternatives for Transportation Funding, Appendix A; TRB Special Report 285, January 2006.
• Growing freight oriented bottlenecks suggest the need for targeted intermodal freight sources of revenue. Container fees, Waybill fees, Customs duties, and tax credit approaches are all being actively discussed.
• The key issue is how to successfully implement these strategies at all levels of government over the next decade and beyond to achieve the investments that are needed in our surface transportation systems. The most successful programs to date have blended a menu of funding and financing tools that complement and, in some cases leverage, the traditional sources. Review of successful implementation at all levels of government in the NCHRP study suggests that most, if not all of the following steps, will be needed for successful implementation of major revenue-raising initiatives:
1. Develop a consensus on the scope of current and future transportation investment needs and the importance of addressing them; 2. Develop a specific plan and program of investments for which additional funding is needed and demonstrate the benefits expected from the proposed investments; 3. Establish clear roles, responsibilities and procedures for executing the plan and proposed improvements; 4 Describe proposed revenue sources in detail and provide clear rationales for their use; 5. Design and carry out a public education and advocacy campaign; 6. Develop sustained leadership and support for the initiative; 7. Lay out a clear timetable for action. • Longer-term, fuel taxes will be vulnerable to fuel efficiency improvements and penetration of alternative fuels and propulsion systems for motor vehicles. Further, continuing reliance on more use of fossil fuel will likely run counter to long-term environmental and energy needs and policies. VMT fees (future); transition from short-term toll/pricing innovation High potential but widespread deployment assumed after 2015.
Local Revenue Options
Increased use of specialized dedicated local taxes, e.g., local option taxes, impact fees, miscellaneous transit fees $5.3 billion $17.6 billion $10.8 billion $96.2 billion Assume more aggressive growth rate of last 10 years continues.
